eDirectory 11.5.00

Change log

Release Date: 10/31/2018
1. What's new

1. New fully customizable “Cards” widgets available for all themes.
   1. Previous widgets such as “Featured listings”, “Popular events”, among others, were replaced by cards widgets.

2. Each widget can be fully customized, including:
   1. Ability to change the widget title and the label of the “view more” link;
   2. Ability to select the module that will be displayed on the widget;
   3. Show items from specific level, categories or location;
   4. Ability to choose the order criteria;
   5. Ability to pick items individually.

3. Layout for the widget “5 featured listings” updated and available for all modules.

2. New widget “Video Gallery” available for all themes.

3. Two new lead generation forms widgets available for all themes.
   1. Lead form with static background image
   2. Lead form with background slider

4. New layout for the article detail widget, including ability to upload the author image and description available for all themes.

5. New layout for the blog detail widget available for all themes.

6. New widget “Recent Articles in two columns” for the Article home page.

7. New widget “2 columns recent posts” for the Blog home page.

8. Added ability for the site manager change the labels of each location level.

9. New interface to manage the navigation menus and links for slides, including easier flow to link menus to custom pages, internal or external URLs.

10. Added new field to include a summary description for videos on the listings, events and classifieds form.

11. Layout of the Default theme rehashed to standardize spacings, margins and navigation structure, including the responsive version.

12. Added ability for the site manager to change the placeholders of the search box widgets.


14. New Gulp file to manage, compile and minimize less/sass files on development mode.

15. New layout for the “site unavailable” screen.

2. Changes

1. Changed error message after activating Stripe for the first time to give more details about what went wrong.
2. Form to submit new reviews simplified when the user is already logged in.
3. Widget “Upcoming Events Carousel” updated to display up to 30 days instead of 25.
4. Added new parameter to the synchronize command to allow Elasticsearch to be synchronized in blocks, instead of all items at once.
5. Database queries on the site manager content sections updated optimized to avoid slowness.
6. Claim approval process changed to activate the listing automatically in case the listing is free and the setting “Site manager must approve content when an existing listing is updated” is disabled.
7. Structured mark up data on articles and blog detail pages updated to include the tags author and publisher.
8. Google maps on listings, events, classifieds and deals detail updated to use the map zoom defined by the owner, instead of the default value of 15.
9. Limit of file upload updated to 5MB, or the server limit.
10. Facebook moderation tool updated to allow the site manager to moderate Facebook comments directly from the directory.
11. Import status page changed to be updated automatically every 5 seconds.
12. Added spam prevention code on the Advertise and Visitor sign up forms.
14. Added validation on the App builder to avoid logos with transparency from being uploaded.
15. Claim process changed to skip the first step if the user is already logged in.
16. Added validation on the navigation widgets to avoid the log in bar labels from being saved with empty values.
17. Performance improvements on the Export listings functionality.
18. Search results changed to limit the amount of pages and results to avoid exception errors on Elasticsearch.
19. New flow to add the newsletter widget in case Arca mailer hasn’t been configure yet.
20. Added “Please wait” state on the submit buttons in the listing forms from the Sponsors area.
21. PHPMailer fully replaced by SwiftMailer.
22. Input to search by location updated to include a loading while the user location is being detected.
23. Images from placeholder.it replaced for new placeholders images.
24. Classifieds association with listings changed to not charge sponsors if the classified is associated with a listing that is already paid.
25. Google+ integration removed. Including:
   1. Link for Google+ page on contact us page;
   2. Link for Google+ page on header and footer navigation;
   3. Share button on summary and detail views.
26. rateLimitWait on auto suggest increased to avoid to many requests to Elasticsearch.
3. **Minor improvements**

1. Added the package title on the sign up screen when the package offers a custom option.
2. Plans & pricing tables on the Sponsor area updated to remove features that are disabled for all plans.
3. Fixed layout bug with the *Selectize* plugin on Internet Explorer.
4. Fixed input to search by location changing its size after filling the field with the user location.
5. Fixed background image uploaded on the widget “Search box module detail” not being shown on the frontend.
6. Flag “maintenance_mode” added to table Setting on the initial setup to avoid errors on the frontend when the maintenance mode is enabled.
7. Fixed layout of the location inputs when adding or editing content through the Sponsors area and there’s one or more default locations enabled.
8. Added validation to not shown the Pricing & Plans widget in case the module is disabled.
9. Fixed javascript error when adding a new location to the system.
10. Fixed problems with the Data Fixtures command duplicating widgets that already exist on the page after running the command.
11. Fixed problem with the site manager sidebar being hidden in some sections.
12. Fixed problem on the classified form losing the field “price” after a POST request.
13. Fixed recurrence label when the event happens on the last day of the month.
14. Section “Manage Levels & Pricing” on the site manager area updated to open the corresponding tab according to the anchor on the URL.
15. Added validation on the import process to avoid categories being imported with empty names.
16. Fixed problem with search by categories on the frontend returning filters from other modules not related to that category.
17. Fixed color scheme functionality affecting the visibility of some buttons on the Sponsors section.
18. Added validation on import process to avoid empty spaces on the begging and the end of each column.
19. Added validation on the frontend to check if the logged account exists to avoid error after the user is deleted.
20. Fixed monthly stats email report to include the statistics from the past month of the current year only.
21. Duplicated “Distance” sorter removed from the results page.
22. Fixed translation to Spanish of the label “Review”.
23. Message after the site manager updates a review changed from “Review successfully sent!” to “Review successfully updated!”.
24. Message after submitting an empty review changed from "Please type the rating." to "Please select your rating."
25. Added validation on the API and detail pages to check if the classified associated to a listing is valid.
26. Fixed problem on claim deny process not restoring the original information of the listing.
27. Fixed Nearby functionality not ordering the results by distance.
28. Fixed error on the claim process that was removing badges from the listing.
29. Fixed listings entity to avoid incrementing the “view_count” column every time a listing is updated.
30. Fixed wrong string “%count%” being shown the pricing tables on the listing claim section.
31. Search box from “Customized searched terms” section removed when there are no records to be shown.
32. Duplicated field listingtemplate_id removed from the Advertise page.
33. Latitude and longitude information cleared from the Contact Us page after removing the address.
34. Added validation on the Nearby functionality to avoid a fatal error in case the location latitude and longitude was not resolved.
35. Fixed duplicated location name being shown on the summary view in case locations from different levels have the same ID.
36. Fixed wrong behavior after signing up with Google account.
37. Added validation on the gallery view from the detail pages to check if the image actually exists before trying to render it.
38. Fixed Yearly pricing missing from Banners pricing widget.
39. Fixed fatal error on Sponsors dashboard when there’s no listing levels with Click to Call enabled.
40. Fixed problem on the validation of the friendly URL for all locations and all categories pages.
41. Fixed problem on the Sponsors statistics graph not being shown depending of the reports available.
42. Fixed visitor location detection replacing the search by address field for the user’s location when the user already typed something else.
43. Fixed problem with accounts created through the API not being able to logging in on the website.
44. Fixed problem with Nearby functionality not working in case the user searches by a location and keyword.
45. Standardize how links throughout the site are built so they can always include “www”, according to the URL on the browser.
46. Fixed invoice notification adding a random "sponsors" string on the URL to check the invoice.
47. Fixed GeoIP returning the user’s location twice due to ambiguous queries on Google Geocoder API.
48. Changed money format when Euro is being used as the currency symbol.
49. Fixed domain URL on the email sent to Sponsors and Visitors after the site manager changes their accounts.
50. Fixed Contact Us email notifications not being sent to the main site manager email.
51. Fixed problem with the cache not being cleared correctly when working with multiple domains.
52. Fixed problem with location being imported on the wrong levels in case their parent level already exists.
53. Reload page after submitting the form to avoid previous information being shown on the SMTP settings section.
54. Fixed problem with the import process not handling correct the values from the column “Status”.
55. Claim deny process fixed to restore all listing fields, including the categories and additional fields.
56. Fixed error with Google Recaptcha.
57. Fixed how the SMTP settings are saving using Gmail to avoid problems when using TLS encryption.
58. Fixed Nearby functionality not working properly on the API.
59. Layout fixes for the frontend themes, including the color scheme functionality.
60. Fixed wrong cast int to string on sanitizeYamlValue function.
61. Fixed wrong startDate and endDate time on EventBundle/SeoExtension.